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• Publications, talks at conferences (even slides) need to be linked to AIDA2020:

• Always indicate:


Help us keep track of publications, send them to us!
WP13 managerial matter

- **WP13 meetings during the last year**
  - 20/10/2017
  - 25/4/2018

- **WP13 reports at the Steering Committee meetings**
  - On 22/6/2017
  - On 16/11/2017

- **NEXT Periodical report (to be prepared in the next weeks):**
  - P2 report (36 months) June 2018
• MS83: Interfacing the FE chip VMM128, GEMROC, TIMEPIX3 to SRS ~ READY
• MS84: Protocol and specifications for MPGD production and quality control DRAFT NOT YET AVAILABLE

• D13.1: Validation of new resistive materials for RPCs PROGRESSING
• D13.3: Optimisation of large-size precise space-resolution RPC structures PROGRESSING
• D13.9: Production protocols of optimised RPC components PROGRESSING